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PIPELINE FOR PROTEIN STRUCTURE DETERMINATION BY CRYOEM

Daniel Nemecek
Daniel.Nemecek@thermofisher.com

Following recent leaps in technical performance of both hardware and software related to Cryogenic Electron Microscopy (CryoEM), it has become possible to determine the structure of biological macromolecules at atomic resolution. This revolution in achievable cryoEM resolution has provided another powerful technique for structure determination of macromolecular complexes and thus opened new possibilities for many biological systems that have been proven difficult or impossible to solve by methods of X-ray diffraction or NMR. Many high-profile research institutions have therefore adopted high-end cryoEM methodology and number of specialized cryoEM facilities have been funded to respond to the increasing demand for structure determination by cryoEM. Additionally, large pharmaceutical companies scope and test cryoEM for their portfolio of analytical methods, as cryoEM can be also applied to smaller molecular complexes (~100 kDa). However, it also produces some hurdles related to the approach to these new techniques, both from sample preparation, data acquisition and image processing perspectives. This lecture will present the current pipeline for protein structure determination by cryoEM and demonstrate the advantages and latest advances of cryoEM on specific examples.

L15 - Pall ForteBio Europe: BLI technology as a tool for biomolecular interactions (see p. 56)
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NANOTEMPER TECHNOLOGIES – WHEN PROTEIN QUALITY MATTERS. NEW ARISING STAR- TYCHO NT.6

Piotr Wardega
NanoTemper Technologies sp. z o.o., Bobrzyńskiego 14, Kraków, Poland
piotr.wardega@nanotempertech.com

We develop highly innovative instrument and software solutions for biomolecular analysis. Our global application centers ensure unparalleled customer care and support. Excellence. Focus. Passion. For your research. For Affinity. Stability. Conformation. Our collaborative approach, science-driven insights, and high-quality, proprietary instruments and analytical technologies focus on helping researchers make the greatest impact – with maximum speed, efficiency and precision.

NanoTemper Technologies is a market leader in providing high-quality instruments for biomedical research. The company’s products are used by thousands of scientists across four continents. With headquarters in Munich, Germany, and subsidiaries in the UK, Poland, Russia, US, Brazil and India, the company is rapidly expanding worldwide. We consequently continue to develop solutions for our customers

Tycho™ NT.6 is all about quick and precise protein quality checks. For the first time ever, find out the quality of any protein sample in minutes and make your assay development and purification workflows more efficient. Test and compare the relative quality and stability of a protein sample during any step of a purification or characterization workflow. Results are generated in three minutes using Tycho NT.6 and that means better and faster decisions can be made on the next experimental steps. The influences of buffer formulation and/or storage conditions on relative stability and similarity of either freshly prepared or batch-to-batch preparations are swiftly determined. Tycho NT.6 automatically generates thermal unfolding profiles, identifies inflection temperatures (Ti), analyzes interactions effects on relative stability and monitors fluorescence sample brightness providing keen insight on sample quality and possible functionality.

To get to know Tycho NT.6 in action visit our booth in the exhibition area.